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Introduction

This presentation describes how to put a StyliCleaner into use on a Mitutoyo 
measuring machine in combination with MCOSMOS.

Please follow these instructions carefully.
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Contents of the packaging

The following parts are included in the plastic box of the StyliCleaner:

1) Control unit

2) Cleaning unit

3) Manuals

4) CE-Declaration

5) Power supply

6) T-piece for compressed air supply

7) Spare O-rings

8) Socket screw

9) Compresses air hose

10) USB-Stick
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Control unit

Place the control unit on the back of the measuring machine.

Attention!!!

Make sure that the compressed air hose between the control unit and the cleaning unit 
is as short as possible.

As a result, there is a little chance that there is still cleaning liquid in the hose after 
performing a cleaning.
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Installation control unit using "plateholder"

A special "plateholder" is also available for a Crysta-CMM with which the control unit can be hung 
underneath the flat plate.

This holder is not suitable for other measuring machines such as the STRATO and a Euro-C.
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Installation cleaning unit

Place the control unit on the back of the measuring machine.

This is "usually" placed under the parking 
position of the measuring machine.

This allows the compressed air hose 
Ø4mm between control unit and cleaning 
unit to be as short as possible.
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Connection cleaning unit

Connect the cleaning unit to the control unit.

1) Connect the black cable to the cleaning unit

2) Compressed air hose Ø4mm cleaning unit

3) Compressed air hose Ø4mm control unit
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Connection power supply

Connect the power supply to the control unit

Pay attention !!!

Do not plug the power supply into an 
outlet.

We will only do this when the entire 
StyliCleaner is connected.

There are also 2 additional connection 
adapters for the power supply. Use this if 
necessary.
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Cleaning liquid

Fill the reservoir of the nebuliser with a cleaning liquid.

Never use heptane for this (this will eventually damage various parts).

Use (if possible) refill bottles with pipette (if possible).

Unscrew the gray screw and fill the liquid through the opening.

Fill the tank maximum by 75% and screw the gray screw back on.
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Spare parts O-rings

2 spare O-rings are supplied with the StyliCleaner.

You can use these O-rings if the O-ring breaks when the cleaning liquid is being 
refilled.
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Connecting compressed air

The supply of compressed air must be connected to "clean" compressed air.

There fore place the T-piece behind the air filters that are placed near the measuring 
machine.

1) First shut off the compressed air supply

2) Place the T-piece behind the air filters

3) Place the compressed air hose Ø6mm on the T-piece

4) Place the compressed air hose Ø6mm on the control unit

5) Put compressed air on the system
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Insert power supply into the socket

Finally, plug the power supply into a power outlet.

We now have successively:

a) The control unit is placed on the CMM

b) The cleaning unit is placed on the CMM and connected

c) Reservoir filled with the cleaning fluid

d) Compressed air on the system

The last thing to do now is to install the programs to use the StyliCleaner in practice.
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Installation program_1

1) Insert the USB-Stick into the computer

2) Start the explorer

3) Start the file                                   in the map 
“..\Manual Mitutoyo\”                                    .

4) After pressing the button                      , all necessary 
files are extracted in the map 
“C:\MCOSMOS\DATA\”. 

5) Enter the password Mako for unpacking.
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Installation program_2

6) Go with the explorer to the folder  
“C:\MCOSMOS\DATA\”. We see that in this folder a 
map of StyliCleaner has now been placed

Do not change the “C:\MOSMOS\DATA\” folder.

7) Start the PartManager.

8) Make use of the button          “Change part 
directory”  to activate the folder to  
“C:\MCOSMOS\DATA\StyliCleaner\”.
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Installation program_3

9) Start the measurement program 1 Setup 
StyliCleaner and follow all the steps described in the 
"Mitutoyo Handbook".

10) The next step is to measure the cleaning unit. Start 
program "2 Align StyliCleaner". The cleaning unit is 
always measured with the tree 1.

11) Measure 1 measuring point on the top of the 
cleaning unit.
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Installation program_4

12) Measure a circle with 4 measuring points on the 
inside of the cleaning unit.

13) A message appears that when the probe is too close 
to the photocell, air is blown through the 
StyliCleaner. Press
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Installation program_5

14) Finally measure a line at the front of the cleaning 
unit.

15) Subsequently, the inside diameter of the cleaning 
unit is automatically measured once again.

At the end of the survey, the measuring machine moves 
to the parking position.

The cleaning unit is now measured and can be used by 
Sub Programs.

Leave the repeat function.
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SubProgram Cleaning

Performing the probe cleaning can be performed using a Sub Program.

The SubProgram Cleaning to be used is located in the library of the parts list "C: \
MCOSMOS \ DATA \ StyliCleaner \".

To start this Subprogram from all folders, we need to copy this Subprogram to the 
LibDir of MCOSMOS.

Follow the steps in the "Manual Mitutoyo".

SubProgram manager → PartDir SubProgram manager → LibDir
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Perform a probe cleaning

A probe cleaning can only be performed from the Repeat function.

A probe cleaning can be programmed in the learning function. There is however the 
chance that a collision takes place during cleaning.

This error message of the collision will be automatically canceled in the repetition 
function.

How do we start a probe cleaning:

→ Start a SubProgram "Cleaning" from the PartDirectory (preferably from the 
Library).
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Extra action concerning settings long part names

When using part lists with long names, the part list of the StyliCleaner has to be 
converted to long names.

Start from menu               the option                  and follow all steps.

Then we see, that the layout changes for long names.

Now we can start the SubProgram Cleaning from the LibDir.
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Sample program cleaning tree 1234

Could be an example for cleaning tree 
1+2+3+4:
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Example program calibration Tree 1 + 2 including cleaning

An example for calibrating and cleaning Tree1 
+ 2 could be:
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Finally

By using the StyliCleaner we can fully automatically remove "light pollution" from the 
probe.

Stubborn dirt is not removed. We therefore always have to carry out the removal of 
stubborn dirt manually.

Never use heptane as a cleaning liquid.

Heptane affects the parts of the StyliCleaner.

Only when starting the probe cleaning in the repeat function, any "collisions" are 
automatically removed. When starting cleaning in the learning function, errors can 
occur.
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